R. C. Catura (1) and Leon Golub (2) (1) Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratory, Dept. 91-20, Abstract. 2014 High quality multilayered optics operating in the extreme ultraviolet are now being fabricated by a number of laboratories and their use in astronomical observations from space has already begun. Many other applications are planned and future instruments involving multilayers hold great promise for the field of astrophysics. This paper presents an overview of the current status of multilayer-based astronomical instrumentation, observations that have already occured and some plans for the future.
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Recent progress in the fabrication of thin film multilayered coatings has made their application to astronomical instruments both practical and attractive. The first image of a solar active region using normal-incidence multilayer optics was obtained [1] during a sounding rocket flight in 1985 and full disk images of the sun in extreme ultraviolet lines have been recently acquired [2] . Many other applications of multilayer optics in astronomy are now being planned or are under development. Soon after the initial successes [3; 4] in fabricating multilayers in the late 1970s, their potential applications in X-ray and EUV astronomical instruments were discussed by Underwood, Barbie and Keith [5] . Since then, many more applications of multilayers in astronomy have been discussed in the literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . [17, 6] obtained an image of a grid using normal-incidence multilayer optics. The [21] and Shealy, Hoover and Gabardi [22] .
A different hybrid system, in which multilayers are deposited directly on the surface of a grazing incidence Wolter 1 telescope, has been studied by Catura and co-workers [23] . This allows the telescope to image much higher energy X-rays by Bragg reflection from the multilayer than by the normal specular reflection. It the Bragg bandpass is chosen at sufficiently high energy, the multilayer may be overcoated with a thin specularly reflecting layer that the Bragg reflected X-rays are able to penetrate. The study indicated that a useful effective area could be obtained for imaging the astrophysically important iron line emission at 6.7 keV in a telescope that normally cuts off at 2.5 keV. Their calculations also showed it possible to image up to 25 keV X-rays with their particular telescope design and in principal could be extended to even higher energies.
There are applications in astronomy where tailoring the multilayer bandpass is advantageous. Lee [24] has considered tailoring the multilayer response by varying layer thicknesses as a function of depth in the stack and for uniform layers in depth that vary in thickness over the surface. Stern et al. [9] discuss methods of varying a multilayer's response by changing the relative thickness of the two materials while holding the multilayer period fixed and also by varying the period across the surface. These authors also discuss using multilayer-coated gratings operating in an Echelle mode and compare the performances of a multilayer and a grazing incidence telescope for EUV astronomy. Meekins and coworkers at the Naval Research Laboratory have developed a formalism to aid in multilayer design for optimizing reflectivity in both narrow [25] and broad [26] bandpasses by varying the thickness of layers in the stack.
Keski-Kuha and colleagues at the Goddard Space Flight Center have been involved in study [13] and development [27] 
